Water Monitoring Report 2017–18

While hot and dry conditions presented challenges in 2017–18, water users
adapted by accessing carryover and water markets, resulting in increased
deliveries by infrastructure operators.

$
Despite worsening
conditions and
falling storage levels,
infrastructure operators
(IOs) delivered more water
than in 2016–17.

Prices for tradeable
water products rose
significantly. Water
entitlement prices
reached their highest
level since 2007–08.

Off-river IO hypothetical
bills increased by an
average of 0.5 per cent in
nominal terms. On-river
IO hypothetical bills
grew by an average of
2.5 per cent in nominal terms.

For the first time,
operators imposed
termination fees on all
terminations reported to
the ACCC.

Complaints to the ACCC
rose slightly but serious
breaches of the water
rules declined.

The Minister for Agriculture
and Water Resources
made changes to the
water charge rules,
effective from 1 July 2020.
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Key market results 2017–18
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Total
7942 GL

Irrigation infrastructure operators
approved increased numbers
of transformations but record
low volumes of irrigation right
were transformed.
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Water
allocation
trade volumes
fell 19.2 per cent
in 2017–18
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Termination numbers declined
again with the volume of water
delivery right terminated reaching a
record low.
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